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What markets are you trading?
We trade in all liquid, electronic US Futures markets.

How do you provide the trading recommendations?
All recommendations (entry, stop, target, exit) are provided via email (Excel Document). 

What time of the day do I have to place the order?
You will receive the recommendations at the end of the trading day (somewhere between
3:00 PM and 5:00 PM U.S. Central Time).

Do I have to adjust the orders during the trading day?
We recommend that you use bracket orders (for the stops and targets) which are linked
to your entry orders.  This way you make sure your stop and target orders are in place
as soon as you get filled on the entry order. Adjustments will be made during the US
trading hours (7:00 AM - 4:00 PM U.S. Central Time). Your broker is able to show you
how to bracket an order.

I am not able to follow the market intra-day, what can I do?
Different trading platforms will allow you to set up adjustments like "move stop to break
after the market reaches 85.00”. You simply ignore the intra-day emails and you adjust
your trades end-of-day. 

My account is not big enough for trading multiple lots. Can I trade just one lot?
Yes, absolutely. If your account size doesn't allow you to trade multiple contracts, you
can trade one single contract. In this case we recommend that you use the second target
(T2) as your final target. You can also trade the Mini or Micro markets but you have to
make sure you have enough liquidity. You will find an overview about the Mini and Micro
markets liquid enough for trading in the daily Outright.xls document.

Do I have to be an experienced trader to follow the program?
You should have a basic understanding of trading and know how to place orders. If you
are absolutely new to the trading business, you might want to contact me before you
subscribe to the service.

If you have any questions or need more information, please don’t hesitate to
contact me!

All the best for your trading,

Andy Jordan
andy@tradingeducators.com

Trading Educators, Inc.
1509 Jackson Drive, Cedar Park, Texas 78613, USA
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